The elixir of Youth…
You heard it here first
people…the Elixir of Youth
has been found!
And it is Gin based!
I told you all Gin is good for you,
medicinal, and now there is a product on
the market to backup my arguement (if I
needed to…)
Ladies and Gentlemen, I give you…

Anti-AGin
(Anti Ageing Gin)

Made by Warner Leisure Hotels, in conjunction with Bompas &
Parr, this Gin claims to be the only one in the world with
Anti-ageing properties.
It contains collagen, yep, think The Only Way is Essex trout
lips and expressionless faces you’re on the right path, but
instead of painfully injecting the stuff into your face, you
can drink it in a delicious cocktail instead! No brainer for
me my friends, an absoloute, 100% certainty that the Gin will
win my vote!
Priced at £34.99 (yep, it’s also a lot cheaper than Botox!),
this magical elixir claims to rid you of wrinkles by using
ingestable collagen and age defying botanicals in it’s
distillation process.
Ingestable Collagen has apparently been a feature in Japanese
culture for a while now, and they’re pinning their hopes on
it. There are even, apparently, restauraunts which serve food
with large lumps of collagen in it to get the same results.

Nom nom, collagen on toast. Move over Avocado, there’s a new
kid on the block…
To be honest, I’m sceptical. But, if it means I don’t look
like a haggard witch by the age of 50 (who I am kidding, I’m
already looking like a haggard witch) I’m willing to give it a
go.
You can buy this magical concoction at Drink Supermarket and
it is available in all Warner Leisure Hotels.

Would you give it a go?
Would you dare to give it to someone as a
gift?! (haha!!!!)
They have some cocktail suggestions for their Gin with
‘interesting’ names such as;
Skin and Tonic
(not sure that’s the most appetising of names but I get the
gist, I just hope there isn’t any actual skin in it…)
Silver Fizz
(good job it’s not Silver Fuzz…a whole world of wrong that is!
Time for a wax maybe?!)
Sixty going on Fortini
(you can find these cocktail recipes by clicking on the link
to, Drink Supermarket, mentioned above)

Chin, chin everyone!

